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1. Device fabrication, twist angle distribution and band gap at CNP 

 

The hBN/TBG/hBN sandwich structure is fabricated through a typical “tear and stack” method
1
 and then 

followed by ebeam lithography and reactive ion etching techniques. One-dimensional Cr/Au edge contact is 

applied
2
. We misalign graphene and hBN substrate to preserve C2 symmetry, and also reserve untwisted 

monolayer graphene where we can check whether the C2 symmetry is truly kept according to its transport 

behavior. An absence of satellite resistance peaks in the measured density range for monolayer graphene 

reveals little moiré superlattice potential modulation present between graphene and hBN (Fig. S1b).  

We extract roughly the dominant twist angle between each Hall bar pairs by the formula 𝑛𝑠 =
8𝜃2

 3𝑎2
, 

which relates the twist angle θ to carrier density ns of full filling (here a is the graphene lattice constant). A 

further analysis of Hofstadter butterfly features, for instance Brown-Zak oscillations and fractal minibands, 

which directly give moiré unit cell area A according to ϕ=BA=ϕ0/q (here ϕ is the featured rational magnetic 

flux, q is an integer, and B is the corresponding magnetic field), finally help us to define the exact value of 

twist angles. For 1.25 degree device, we extracted the twist angle from the carrier densities at which C=-3, -2, 

-1 Chern insulators at B=0T. And for 1.38 degree device, the twist angle is extracted from the Brown-Zak 



oscillations of Hofstadter butterfly due to the rational filling of magnetic flux in a moiré unit cell to quantum 

flux. For 1.43 degree device, the twist angle is quantified from carrier density difference between two points 

at B=0T where two set of landau levels fan out.  

Fig. S1c shows temperature-varied resistance behavior in TBG with θ=1.25°. A metal-insulator transition 

occurs at low temperature, indicating gap opening at CNP. The linearly fitted thermal activation gap is about 

1.35meV. Gap opening at CNP is typically attributed to C2T symmetry breaking
3
, which is specifically 

induced by a C2 symmetry or T symmetry breaking. As C2 symmetry is most likely already kept in our device, 

we thus speculate incipient T symmetry breaking present in our device.   

We summarize the transfer curves for all pairs of probes on both sides of the hall bar in Fig. S2. For 

probe pairs 2-3 and 10-9, which are located at different sides but a same distance from probe 1, they show 

similar carrier density for fulfilling, i.e. the similar twist angle, yet with different twist inhomogeneity (±

0.03
o
 for 2-3 and ±0.08

o
 for 10-9). Results are the same for probes 3-4 and 9-8, as well as 4-5 and 8-7, with a 

moderate twist angle of ~±0.03
o
. The twist angle is increased when probes are further away from probe 1. In 

fact, such a twist angle distribution is most likely caused by the presence of bubbles at probes 1 and 6, which 

produce twist angle gradient from 1 to 6. Our transport data thus show an average result over a specific twist 

angle range. Despite the moderate twist angle inhomogeneity, it is noted that we can extract the exact twist 

angle contributed to the transport data precisely from the magnetic flux ϕ0/q for Brown-Zak oscillation and 

carrier density at which Chern insulators are traced to at B=0T. 

 

 

FIG.S1 Symmetry breaking in TBG device. a, optical microscope images of our device. The left one shows 

initial sandwich image. We outline the edge direction of hBN and graphene with orange and white lines, 

respectively. Red and blue dash lines enclose regions of TBG and monolayer graphene, respectively. Scale 

bars of both images represent 4μm. b, four-terminal resistance as a function of carrier density in monolayer 

graphene. c, temperature dependence of four-terminal conductance acquired between electrode 2 and 3. d, 

Arrhenius fitting of thermal activation gap at CNP. 



 

 

FIG.S2 Twist angle distribution all over the device. From the carrier density where gap edge appears for 

fulfilling, we extract the twist angle these probes as ~1.25°(a), ~1.38° (b) and 1.43° (c). The data are acquired 

at 1.7K. 

   

Generally speaking, mixed twist angle or twist angle inhomogeneity will tend to broaden the resistance peak 

at full filling, or even yield several peaks and thus bring several set of landau levels in the fan diagram (noted 

that the presence of gap opening at full filling will also tend to increase the width of the resistance peak). In 

our transport data, we only see two set of landau level, one from the charge neutral point, and the other from 

moiré superlattice period, which suggests trivial role played by twist angle inhomogeneity and a good sample 

quality of our device. 

Besides, mixed twisted angle may bring additional scattering in the TBG and make it difficult to observe well 

quantized hall conductance plateau. However, the failure to observe quantized conductance in our 1.25 degree 

device is more likely due to big bandwidth at non-optimum twist angle, rather than few meV at magic angle of 

~1.1 degree.  

Lastly, mixed twisted angle is also predicted to induce C3 symmetry breaking and lift landau level degeneracy 

in TBG devices
4
. This might relate to the lifted degeneracy transition from 8 folds to 4 folds for Landau levels 

emanating from charge neutral point, indicated by the dashed line in the figure below. However, electron 

interaction might also lift the degeneracy of landau levels. 

 

2. Emergence of symmetry-broken and fractional Landau levels in remote bands 

 

While most of attention is focused on the flat band in TBG, characteristics of remote dispersive bands are 

rarely studied. For remote bands, Fermi surface encloses Γ point in moiré Brillouin zone, producing four-fold 

spin-valley degeneracy. We find here that the four-fold degeneracy is fully lifted, yielding well-developed 

symmetry-broken LLs with vLL=1, 2, 3 (Fig. S3). These LLs are characterized by longitudinal 

magnetoresistance Rxx minima around zero, but without Hall plateaus due to twist angle inhomogeneity. We 

further find two Rxx minima trajectories with a slope 
𝑑𝐵

𝑑𝑛
=

𝜙0

𝑣𝐿𝐿
, where vLL for one LL is estimated to be 1/3, 

and another uncertainly to be 2/3 or 3/5. This phenomenon indicates an emergence of fractional quantum Hall 

effect (FQHE) for remote bands.  

 



 

FIG.S3 Symmetry-broken Landau levels and signatures of fractional quantum Hall effects in remote 

dispersive bands in θ=1.25° TBG. The arrows in (a) point to Rxx minima of fractional Landau levels, as 

depicted in (b). 

 

3. Chern insulators: gap size, Hall resistance and onset at tiny field  

 

Because of the pronounced twist angle inhomogeneity in our device, Hall resistances for Chern insulators 

(Fig. S5) deviate from quantized plateaus, instead shows a peak tracing the corresponding Rxx minima as in 

Fig. 2a. We apply Arrhenius fitting to obtain the thermal activation gap for Chern insulator (-2, -2). At B=9T, 

its gap reaches to 11.7K, which is comparable to that of LL with vLL=-2 from CNP. We also zoomed in the LL 

fan diagram to focus on the onset of Chern insulator (-2, -2). Fig. S6 shows that the Rxx minima and also sign 

change of dRxx/dn for Chern insulator (-2, -2) develop below B=1T. 

 

FIG.S4 Temperature dependence of Rxx at B=9T for Chern insulator (-2, -2) (a) and symmetry-broken LL 

vLL=-2 originated from CNP (b). The inset figures show fitted thermal activation gap according to Arrhenius 

formula 𝑅 ∝ exp(−Δ/2𝑘𝑇). 

 



 

FIG.S5 Hall resistance Rxy behaviors in θ=1.25° TBG. a, two-dimensional mapping of Rxy as a function of 

carrier density and magnetic fields. Dash lines show expected trajectories of Hall plateaus and Rxx minima for 

Chern insulators. b, line cuts of Rxy and Rxx at B=16.66T. We mark the Chern insulators (-1, -3), (-2, -2), (-3, -1) 

and (-4, 0) with light blue shades and symmetry-broken LLs from CNP with orange shades. Additionally, 

violet bars are added to show the expected quantized value of Rxy. All the data are acquired at T=20mK. 

 

 

FIG.S6 Onset of Chern insulator (-2, -2) in tiny magnetic fields for θ=1.25° TBG. a, zoomed-in Landau fan 

diagram. b, derivate of Rxx with respect to carrier density n as a function of filling v and field B. c, line cuts of 

Rxx with respect to carrier density. All the data are acquired at T=20mK.  

 

 

4. Landan fan diagram for varied twist angle 

 



 

FIG.S7 Landau fan diagram for both of hole and electron branches. The spike line in (a) comes from an 

unexpected error in our measurement system. 

 

 

 
FIG.S8 Brown-Zak oscillation in θ=1.38° TBG. The data are obtained from Fig.S7b, shown as a line cut at 

density n=-2.3n0. 

 



We show a full image of Landau fan diagram both for electron and hole sides. At T=1.7K and B<9T, 

Chern insulators (-1, -3) and (-2, -2) still survive in the θ=1.25° TBG. We observed more pronounced 

Brown-Zak oscillations at electron side as compared to one at T=20mK. This behavior is similar to that in 

graphene/hBN superlattice, where the fractal minibands will evolve into Brown-Zak subbands when 

temperature is elevated. Fig. S8 shows clearly Brown-Zak oscillations surviving down to ϕ0/11 in 1.38° TBG 

at hole side. While for 1.43° TBG, no signal of Brown-Zak oscillations is found.  

 

 

5. Coulomb interaction and kinetic energy 

 

A rigid calculation for Chern band formation at varied twist angle with e-e interaction involved is far beyond 

the content of our paper, instead we present a general analysis considering the competition between Coulomb 

interaction and kinetic energy here. In TBG with a small twist angle of θ, the Coulomb interaction can be 

estimated as U =
𝑒2

4𝜋𝜖𝜖0𝜆
 , where e is the electron charge, 𝜖 the relative dielectric constant, 𝜖0 the vacuum 

permittivity, and 𝜆 ≈
𝑎

𝜃
 the moire wavelength and a the graphene lattice constant. We calculated the Coulomb 

interaction by assuming 𝜖=4 as shown in the picture below. From the continuum model, we extract bandwidth 

W for valence and conduction band to describe the kinetic energy. The bandwidth of valance band and 

conduction band is calculated by continuum model. We choose the minimum and maximum points on the path 

of mini-Brillouin zone from Gamma to M to K to calculate the bandwidth. Therefore, the bandwidth may 

slightly different from that calculated from the density of the state diagram. The calculation result indicates a 

crossover at 𝜃 = 1.27o when U/W=1, which locates the similar range of twist angle where we observed the 

symmetry-broken Chern insulators.  

 

FIG.S9 Band width calculated from continuum model and Coulomb repulsion energy for a small twist angle 

 

It is also noted that the dielectric environments have a strong influence on the Coulomb energy. In our analysis, 

we chose a relative dielectric constant of 4, which is very close to that of hBN. The agreement between this 

simple assumption and our experimental results points to a screening effect in 3 dimensions by the dielectric 

environment. In experiments, 𝜖  might vary from device to device and bring a big uncertainty when 

quantifying Coulomb energy. 
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